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We acknowledge the 
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where 
our centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to 
country. We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend 
that respect to all Aboriginal peoples. 
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Statement of Philosophy

Context
Enter your site philosophy in the box below, or alternatively attach as 
an additional document via the Comment option under the Tools tab
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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community



Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• National Quality Framework priorities

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will

provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Quality Improvement Plan for 



Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 1:
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 3:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Priority NQS links Key steps Timeline Resources Responsibility

National Quality Framework priorities 
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Approvals

Approved by director/principal

Name

Date

Name

Date

Approved by governing council chairperson

Name

Date

Approved by education director 


	Service approval number: SE-00010831
	Service Context: Redwood Park OSHC is situated at Lokan Street, Redwood Park. Parking is available on McEwin Avenue for OSHC staff and families. Our enrolment capacity is 70 students. Our 2022 enrolment is 207 children. We offer care for preschool children during the term and for any home days in the holidays. We group the children based on age where necessary. Our OSHC is an inclusive service with the school accessing the Library, Gym, Hall, Japanese Room and Science Room when needed.   We are a full time service. We are follow the DfE school term days and holidays. We open from Monday to Friday - 7am to 9am for Before School Care- 3pm to 6pm for After School Care - 7am to 6pm for Pupil Free / School Closure Days and Vacation care daysWe are closed 2 weeks from 6pm on the 24th December 2021 to 7am on the 10th January 2022 and 26th of January 2022 We will also closed from 6pm on the 23rd December 2022 to 9th January 2023. Primary Contact, Nominated Supervisor and Educational LeaderLeigh Lyonsredwood.oshc234@schools.sa.edu.au0408830706Approved Provider and Principal of Redwood Park SchoolIan DickieIan.Dickie776@schools.sa.edu.au8263 8333
	PriorityRow1: Progress notes on 2022 goal
	NQS linksRow1: 
	TimelineRow1: 4th May 2022
	ResourcesRow1: New council recycle bin
	ResponsibilityRow1: Children to ensure the bin is taken to the road for collection
	TimelineRow2: 3rd April
	ResourcesRow2: 
	ResponsibilityRow2: Children utilise this space for rest and relaxation
	PriorityRow2: 
	NQS linksRow2: 
	TimelineRow3: various times over term 1
	ResourcesRow3: Egg cartonsBoxesGlass jars
	ResponsibilityRow3: Reminders to families via seesaw
	TimelineRow4: 
	ResourcesRow4: 
	ResponsibilityRow4: 
	TimelineRow5: 
	ResourcesRow5: 
	ResponsibilityRow5: 
	NQS linksRow3: 
	TimelineRow6: 
	ResourcesRow6: 
	ResponsibilityRow6: 
	TimelineRow7: 
	ResourcesRow7: 
	ResponsibilityRow7: 
	TimelineRow8: 
	Upload School Logo Here: 
	Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice: All educators work collaboratively to build on their knowledge of the NQF, EYLF and MTOP through staff meetings, routines and practice. (1.1.1/1.1.3) The staff’s practice are embedded in the service operations through dedicated staff meetings to unpack the language around the framework to inform how we document children’s learning. We utilise our philosophy within these meetings to ensure our practice supports the broad vision of the service.  In planning meetings we critically reflect on the previous week. This meeting heavily focuses on children’s ideas and interests to develop the program of activities offered. The information comes from enrolment form, get to know you sheets, discussions with the children, revisting activities and suggestions within the suggestions box. We revisit this information with the children throughout the year in many formats such as group meetings which are run by our junior leaders (Year 5/6's), discussions with staff during different activities, suggestions box and floor book near sign out.  (1.1.2) We have also increased opportunities for children’s voice with a graffiti wall where the children request what they want at OSHC. This is then followed by the child assisting the OSHC leader to run the activity to ensure the children are collaborative learning from the leaders and from their other children within the service. (1.1.2)Other ways our practice is embedded into the service is through staff interactions with the children. The educators actively and purposefully support children to engage in the program this is done in multiple ways such as conversation, joining in themselves or setting up an activity focusing on that child’s interest. (1.2.1/1.2.2)  Children always have options when attending the service on where they can play, what they can play with, what excursions will be planned in the holidays and what snacks we will provide. Meaningful engagement with families and the communities is very important to our service and sharing information with families is done in multiple formats including newsletters, conversations with families, social media, displays in the service and online applications such as seesaw. (1.3.3) We have developed a system to check that observations (with reflections and suggestions for next activities) have been made for our regular children and as many of our occasional children as possible. (1.3.1) From discussions with families we have added an AM and PM planning ideas to ensure the children who only attend the service in the morning are being planned for to ensure their voice is heard and their input into the program is successful. (1.1.2)A TV mounted on the wall displaying photos from the previous fortnight provides opportunities of communication between children, children to families and allows for any families choosing not to access Seesaw an opportunity to see their child’s progress at OSHC. We send the weekly program on seesaw for all families view and to see what is happening while their child attends. (1.3.3) We have had great feedback on this as it allows children to discuss this with their parents at home and look forward to the week ahead. There are a variety of resources available ready for access by the children attending the service to offer a range of choices for their learning and support their agency within their environment. There is a wide range of online resources and books for educators to use when planning the activity component of the program. Having an accessible outdoor area adjacent to the main room is very beneficial as a range of play options are readily available. The blinds and heaters offer access to the table area in all weather. The sails have provided extra access to this outdoor area by providing more coverage from the sun and light rain.  The new nature playground has provided an amazing extra space for children to challenge their skills and take risks. After training on loose parts, we have extended this area to also include the tree area behind the nature playground. This space is completely children directed and see’s the children sharing resources, working as a team to manipulate larger items like logs and tyres. (1.2.2) We use the routine of the morning and afternoon care period to offer learning experiences. Intentional teaching is consistently used to reinforce and extend on children’s learning. (1.2.1)At the end of each vacation care period, as a staff group, we critically reflect on each day on what worked, what did not work and we what would change for next time. This is done on a daily basis to ensure children’s input is included to develop their own critical reflection. (1.3.2) 
	Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety: To ensure adequate supervision of children, staff maintain great communication by using 2 way radios to ensure a variety of play spaces are available at all times, and relaying vital information about areas requiring extra supervision if required. As we have preschool children we are diligent when maintaining ratios to ensure there correct at all times.  To ensure the younger children’s safety we walk all children from Preschool to year 2 to class and collect them again at the end of the day. (2.2.1) Through risk assessments, we run our ratios to a higher adult to child ratio to ensure adequate supervision to maintain their safety. This information is available to all families on the vacation care program. We are also entitled to 3 hours per week dedicated to any services required to be completed by the schools groundsman to maintain the safety of the OSHC areas. (2.1.2)To include families and communities into our service we plan excursions/incursions surrounding safety such as the Bike Safety Centre, Universal balance (an OSHC family runs this program for self-defence and yoga) MFS visits, Police visits and visits to learn first aid.  The first aid teaches children how to administer asthma puffer, epipen, deal with bites and strap arms or legs in the event of an injury. We now have our first aid stock checked by an external company that maintains our records and ensures all our products are in date and have the mandated minimum requirement. (2.2.1)Through critical reflection and in consultation with the children more furniture was purchased including couches, a mattress, rugs and small tables. The couches now provide additional space for children to relax and rest. (2.1.1) The small table and rug now provides an additional area  where children can play quiet card and board games. The feedback from the children and families has been very positive. This space also has a sensory board for those children requiring additional support to self-regulate. Other opportunities to engage in rest and relaxation include offering Yoga activities and meditation which is run by some of the older children.  The emotional wellbeing of all children is a focus with all staff to ensure the transition from home to OSHC to school and back is as seaming less as possible. We have developed spaced further with more resources available at the back tables with a book stand and art and craft readily available for children when they wish to partake in these activities.  The redevelopment allowed us to have access to a hand washing sink, hand towel, sanitiser and hand soap for staff and children. We also have access to hand washing taps outside for A/Tea or outside activities requiring handwashing. (2.1.2) To  ensure the emergency procedures are embedded into the service we practice these every term and school holidays. These are done by different staff members, each time to ensure all staff are aware of their requirements. (2.2.2)Healthier food options implemented for A/Teas and food provided by the service while simultaneously offering  ‘special breakfast’ daily for a week to allow all children to try different items such as smoothies, eggs and bacon, avocado and fruit muffins. We also ensure the menu for special breakfast and afternoon tea is available for all children in the main OSHC room and is written in traffic light style (green is always, orange is sometimes and red is rarely) to educate children on their healthy eating and to demonstrate the variety of food on offer to both children and families. Daily special breakfast list is displayed at the start of each term in the newsletter. (2.1.3) All staff maintain a food safety certificate, this is reviewed every 3 years. All staff are aware of any children with allergies and this is regularly updated and maintained. (2.2.2)Redevelopment of the outside space has seen sails above the OSHC playground, an additional nature playground and we also have access to the trees behind these playground offering a loose parts play. The sails provide additional protection during the hot and wet days. In inclement weather, there is the large gym, Japanese room, small hall, library and undercover spaces available for children and staff to access. As a service we encourage physical play and program large group games weekly.  This is a great opportunity to develop physical skills and for children to gain more confidence in this area. (2.1.3)  The staff managed COVID-19 effectively by ensuring to maintain and improve cleaning of items, surface and removing any items that would not be able to be cleaned efficiently. Staff adapted the routines to ensure safety of the children during breakfast and afternoon tea, while still maintaining healthy eating options. The routines also included additional hand washing and sanitising during the sessions with tailored signage to ensure all children and families were following the health guidelines of infectious diseases. The director ensured to communicate any changes to the routines or care effectively to all families through email, text message, Facebook and Seesaw.  The service worked collaboratively with the school to ensure additional cleaning was occurring on the playground, OSHC room and highly frequently touched surfaces. (2.1.2)
	Quality Area 3: Physical Environment: There is great accessibility of outdoor play areas – playground, courts, oval, nature playgrounds, shade area and other play areas in the natural environment. We also have access to the gym, Japanese room, hall and library during inclement weather. We have developed the outside area by making use of natural environment behind the nature playground. This area is used to engage the children in different quality experiences while engaging in natural and repurposed resources. (3.1.1/3.2.2)The environment we have created promotes children’s exploration through play by having resources spread across the spaces available and including sensory experiences.  The proximity of the wetlands and creek in our local community is a bonus to incorporate natural resources into the program. Redevelopment of OSHC has provided a better inside space providing more resources and suitable for all ages of children. Sails on the playground have allowed access to the playground during warmer or wet weather when it is safe. (3.2.1)OSHC pays for an additional 2 hours for the Groundsman to be available for any maintenance that is required for the OSHC areas. (3.1.2)  All equipment and resources are regularly checked for safety and any broken equipment removed cleaning is done on a regular basis (on roster) to maintain healthy practices. All toys are sanitised on a weekly basis and has increased since COVID -19. (3.2.1) We now have a TV mounted on the wall displaying photos from the previous fortnight. This has reduced our paper load significantly and allows more time during planning to ensure more successful activities are planned, not wasted on transferring images from paper to books. To progress our sustainability, we now have an online system for all enrolments, bookings and payments. No paper is required from the families at all, we still print the enrolment for accessing in case of emergencies. We continue to email accounts, newsletters and updates where needed. The use of Facebook and Seesaw has allowed us to engage families in a more environmentally responsible way, while ensuring their contributions are embedded into our service. (3.2.3)The addition of the blinds around the outdoor eating area has been an incredible asset. These blinds (installed by an OSHC parent) provide an appropriate seating area during inclement weather. This space is an additional adaptive area that children can use to support their learning and use for additional activities. Another addition to the outdoor space was the fence around the school, which has given OSHC an extra space to play and more accessibility to natural resources.  New vegetable garden was installed as the fence protects the plants from the public over the weekends.  We incorporate environmental resources into our programming and use this to encourage more sustainable practices. Other sustainable practices embedded into the service include collecting food scraps and placed into our compost, this is then used on the veggie garden. We also recycle boxes, cartons, lids for art and craft activities both inside and outside play.  Since the July holidays in 2017 we have had chicks for the duration of the holidays. This allowed for continued conversation about waste the need for a compost after they were adopted. In collaboration with the school we assist with the garden and worm farms during the holiday period. (3.2.3)In March 2020 a new table was purchased and installed to provide additional space to match the increase in attendance. (3.1.1) The other tables were moved together to create a family style bench seating which as improved behaviour management during eating times. This set up is much easier to manage for staff to ensure the safety and wellbeing of children while accessing these tables. The staff now provide activities for the children to utilise this space even more. 
	Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements: The budget at this service allows for above ratio requirements with 1 to 10 which allows the program to be flexible and ratios adjusted as per age and needs of children. We also provide non-contact time for staff to contribute to the program and complete documentation of the children’s learning. The service has regular staff meetings where as many educators who can attend are welcome. The service actively encourages educators to gain a Cert 3 qualification as a minimum. The service aims to ensure majority of the staff are permanent to ensure continuity of care for children. (4.1.2)Staff have had regular team building activities and these will continue this year. We also visit any new excursion location as a team to complete risk assessments. Communication to staff is done in multiple ways such as face to face, through the communication book, in emails, in staff and planning meetings and if necessary formal meetings. Staff have been designated different areas in accordance to their strengths and skills to be coordinators to encourage collaborative relationships amongst staff. These areas ensure cleaning and restocking of resources are maintained. (4.2.1)During staff meetings we discuss children’s needs and personal achievements in order to develop and build on individual relationships. The staff’s professional standards are addressed in any situations requiring. In the new year we will trial a monthly chat between staff and director to check in with their emotional wellbeing. All permanent staff have a day off a week to ensure a life, work balance and for mental health. (4.2.2) Staff share appropriate information about their lives to find a common ground with the children on their interests and hobbies. In staff meetings we also play the ACECQA Quest for Quality game. We find this game encourages all staff to discuss the national quality standard in a fun way and allows for further discussion on issues brought up if necessary.  All staff work hard on assessing individual child’s needs and circumstances to ascertain when they can include themselves into the children’s activities to generate meaningful relationships. With higher ratios this allows staff to engage in 1 on 1 moments when children require it to assist and scaffold how to actively engage in the learning program.  (4.1.1) As a staff unit we incorporate staff interests into the program to make a deeper connection with the children. When a new staff member starts they are connected with a mentor to ensure their transition here is smooth. This allows for the new staff to ask any questions necessary and for the mentor to demonstrate key elements such as documentation of children’s learning.  The staffs photo and three facts are then displayed on the back door and within the family handbook for families to engage with. A post on Facebook is also made for families to be introduced to the new staff member. In November 2020 the Assistant Director stood down and a qualified educator was hired from within to fill this role. All information about this was communicated effectively to the children and the families. 
	Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children: All staff respect the rights of the child and their dignity while in our service. They have relaxed two way conversations with children to foster positive, trusting relationships. (5.1.2) Staff take and collect children from class providing opportunities outside of OSHC activities to engage children in conversation. Staff are encouraged to sit with children during meal times to further develop their relationships with the children while providing a great opportunity to role model. While staff are engaging and role modelling with children they have open conversations to develop a deeper understanding of the children. The staff do this while remaining professional but approachable to develop respectful, warm and trusting relationships. Children are requesting their own learning experiences to engage the younger children in a collaborative and scaffolded experience. All older children are given opportunities to be junior OSHC leaders to increase their leadership abilities and provide a collaborative learning experience. The older children are also helping to serve breakfast and afternoon tea while learning about food safety. (5.2.1) With the introduction of loose parts play in the natural space behind the nature playground, we have found issues with behaviour guidance is minimal. This area really fosters collaborative discussions with other children. The children engage with different types of resources, share, take turns, risk take, and work as a team to a common goal. This space also provides children to self-regulate as they have the capabilities to pick and choose what they engage with.   (5.2.1 / 5.2.2)The educators at the service focus on positive behaviour guidance by re-direction, early intervention and assisting children to resolve their own conflicts in an appropriate manner. All staff have covered Code of Ethics for ECA and SA public servants. Information regarding this is reviewed in staff meetings to ensure all information is retained, in particular for new staff members. (5.1.2)We work hard on building children’s growth mindset to encourage children with their resilience, problem solving skills and working through our 3 step resolution process. (5.2.2)
	Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities: We have an effective online enrolment and orientation process embedded into our service. This allows for all documentation to be processed onto the computer and relevant information discussed with all staff if necessary. An orientation time is encouraged to provide families and children an opportunity to meet OSHC staff and accustom themselves with what OSHC has to offer. This process assists in the transition from school or home. (6.1.1)Information regarding the service, handbook, enrolment form and vacation care is all available on line for all families and any new information is emailed to the majority of families. Families can also access up to date relevant information on the OSHC Facebook page.  A new detailed newsletter is emailed to families once a month with updated information, relevant health and safety fact sheet, and sustainable options.   (6.1.1 and 6.2.2) All families are encouraged to engage with our seesaw platform for photos and reflections on their children’s learning while in the service. A staff member is dedicated to critically reflect on this process to ensure families are engaging with this platform. (6.2.2)All educators feel comfortable interacting with families when they arrive to drop off and collect their children from the service. This can be observed in the light hearted and caring interactions. Permanent staff member try to greet parents / caregivers by name to ensure they feel comfortable and welcome but all parents and caregivers are greeted upon arrival. (6.1.1 and 6.1.2) Meaningful engagement from families occurs through donations of goods for the service to use, attending the biggest morning tea, donations for charities staff are involved with and resources from home etc. (6.1.2) As a team unit we donated our time to Backpacks for SA kids for a morning session, families have also contributed toiletry items for over 30 bags to be donated and have helped fundraise throughout the year. (6.2.3) COVID-19 saw our families donate items such as milk, bread, hand sanitiser, gift cards, and activity sheets for the children in our care. There are good links with school personnel to ensure any concerns regarding children’s issues who attend the service are addressed to allow consistency in response. (6.2.1) There are a few children with special needs attending the service regularly so the educators access a range of support for training and developing our skills and additional resources to meet these children’s needs. (6.2.2)We access services in the community during the school holidays for example, a family run business across from the service, the local swimming centre, local bike riding safety centre, local emergency services, Bunnings and other local services. Other services we link with include Novita, RSB, Gowrie, OSHC SA etc. (6.2.3) We provide an online survey for families to complete with very positive results. All suggestions to improve the service in were followed up and met where possible. (6.2.2)The director and Assistant director visited local services to see how FullyBooked worked for their sites. This was very successful in finding out what worked and didn’t work while also creating collaborative professional relationships. By April 2021 the service transitioned to FullyBooked and the service provided detailed help guides on how to enrol, make bookings and answer any frequently asked questions. This software has ensured all families are current and up to date with the payments and has allowed the service to redirect administration hours to a more engaging program for the children. December 2021 the service fundraised to raise money for loose parts. The service sold mint items by using the mint from the OSHC garden. We raised a total of $140. Next time to offer a variety of items and earlier in the year. This money allowed us to purchase needed storage in loose parts for the resources to be accessed easier by the children. 
	Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership: The service’s philosophy is embedded into all service operations and decisions and brought up in all staff meetings. It is also used as a foundation to all programming activities. (7.1.1) The service has a pool of staff who are committed to the service, are reliable and flexible and contribute to the program consistently. Staff meetings provide a safe place for staff to voice their ideas and goals for the term and year ahead. Understanding the policy and procedures around grievances and complaints is embedded into all educators. This information is given to new staff members as part of the new comprehensive induction processes. (7.1.2)  Further discussion on this has been discussed within staff meetings to be able to successfully support and manage their own wellbeing. (7.1.3)The Director ensures all services policies and procedures are reviewed biannually and signed off by governing council. Good structures are in place to ensure fit and proper persons are employed at the service and they sign these forms annually.  Staff also sign confidentiality forms annually to remain up to date with legislative requirements. To engage families into the service we have advisory committee meetings once a term for approximately one hour.  Information is shared with the governing council via a parent, the principal or assistant principal. Planning for the program is conducted collaboratively, with the educators and the educational leader (director) to ensure a wide range of the team is helping to plan from the children’s suggestions. (7.2.2)All roles and responsibilities are made available at the beginning of employment and are used to critically reflect on performance (7.1.3 and 7.2.3). The director is studying a diploma in leadership and management to drive continuous improvement within the service.  All records and information are stored appropriately to maintain confidentiality. Families are encouraged to maintain up to date information with the service via their online enrolment details and reminders around the service. Continuity of educators is a priority and while working with staff members availability we work hard to coordinate regular staff for families and children with 5 permanent staff working a minimum of 6 shifts a week. The structure of the service is detailed in the family handbook given to all new families and is available online. All staff are supported for inclusion into the program by considering staffing needs.  This supports a positive culture within the service.  The staff are called upon to deliver the curriculum for the children by taking ownership of their own strengths and abilities. We consistently promote continuous improvement of the service by updating our philosophy yearly (7.1.1) to remain up to date, performance appraisals of all staff and Training and Development from these appraisals as staff require.  We also continue to review the QIP every 3 months throughout the year. This review is done as a staff unit to ensure we are all striving for the same goals. (7.2.1 and 7.2.3)The planning cycle has improved as we are now using ‘get to know you sheet’ to follow up with our planning and programming. Junior leaders have also been introduced to ensure the voice of our older children are being heard. As a staff unit we evaluate and critically reflect on all programming activities and discuss how we will improve them in the future and implement new activities (7.2.2)
	PriorityRow3: 
	TimelineRow9: 
	ResourcesRow8: 
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	ResponsibilityRow8: 
	ResponsibilityRow9: 
	KeyStepsRow1: Staff to reuse the recycle bin in the OSHC room as multi recycle 
	KeyStepsRow2: Fake grass installed has reduce rubbish that accumulated
	KeyStepsRow3: Donations from families to reuse for craft 
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	Learning improvement plan goal 1: Priorities sustainable practice to become more environmentally responsible. 
	Goal 1 Challenge of practice: If we provide sustainable options children will engage in the program and their own lives in a more environmentally responsible way. 
	Goal 1 Action 1: Staff and children discussion on practical sustainable ideas. 
	Goal 1 Action 2: Reusing items in OSHC - storage purchased 14/2/22Donations from families 
	Goal 1 Action 3: Sustainable incursions / excursions in the program- Mini worm farms from Bunnings- My share garden (a sustainable farm)- Strawberry picking
	Goal 1 Action 4: Recycle bin to be collected by the council Dedicated bins for separating items 
	Goal 1 NQS links 1: 3.2.34.2.1
	Goal 1 NQS links 2: 2.1.36.2.31.3.3
	Goal 1 NQS links 3: 1.2.11.2.23.2.3
	Goal 1 NQS links 4: 6.2.33.2.3
	Goal 1 Timeline 1: Throughout the year
	Goal 1 Timeline 2: Term 1 2022All year 
	Goal 1 Timeline 3: Throughout the year 
	Goal 1 Timeline 4: Term 2 2022Term 2 2022
	Goal 1 Resources 1: DiscussionsResearch
	Goal 1 Resources 2: Large storage container for reusable itemsContinual requests via seesaw
	Goal 1 Resources 3: Research new services 
	Goal 1 Resources 4: Speak to Greg, Jenny Source a bin - rosterBin and labels
	Goal 1 Responsibility 1: All educators 
	Goal 1 Responsibility 2: All educators OSHC Leadership
	Goal 1 Responsibility 3: OSHC Leadership
	Goal 1 Responsibility 4: OSHC LeadershipOSHC Leadership
	Goal 1 Success Criteria: Children will demonstrate their ability to incorporate sustainable practices in their lives and demonstrate embedded practice at OSHC. 
	Goal 2 Action 2: 
	Goal 2 Action 3: 
	Goal 2 Action 4: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 2: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 3: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 4: 
	Goal 2 Resources 2:  
	Goal 2 Resources 3: 
	Goal 2 Resources 4: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 2: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 3: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 4: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 2: 
	Goal 2 Challenge of practice: 
	Goal 2 Action 1: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 1: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 1: 
	Goal 2 Resources 1: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 1: 
	Goal 2 Success Criteria: 
	Goal 3 Action 1: 
	Goal 3 Action 2: 
	Goal 3 Action 3: 
	Goal 3 Action 4: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 2: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 3: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 4: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 1: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 2: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 3: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 4: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 1: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 2: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 3: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 4: 
	Goal 3 Resources 1: 
	Goal 3 Resources 2: 
	Goal 3 Resources 3: 
	Goal 3 Resources 4: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 1: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 2: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 3: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 4: 
	Goal 3 Success Criteria: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 3: 
	Goal 3 Challenge of practice: 
	Director Name: Ian Dickie
	Approval date: 31/03/2022
	Governing council name: 
	Governing council Date: 
	Education director name: Leigh Lyons
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	Statement of Philosophy: Redwood Park OSHC and VAC is a child focused service providing a safe and welcoming environment where children’s knowledge, interests and abilities are promoted. This occurs by providing challenging opportunities through play and spontaneous and planned activities that are flexible and inclusive of children’s learning. We strive to foster children’s full potential and wellbeing by encouraging restorative justice which develops problem solving, self-regulation, self-esteem, respect and responsibility. Through the role modeling of professional educators we aim to work towards a sustainable environment for all children and their families. We aim to build a collaborative community for staff, children, families and the school so as to foster respectful and meaningful relationships which recognises diversity and equality. As a service we operate according to this philosophy and try to reflect the local community through discussion and inviting participation around issues relevant to running the service. Our program revolves around the outcomes stated in My Time Our Place. Children, families and staff are consulted to plan and implement programs that engage and challenge all children.
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